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is collection of essays by leading German scholars demonstrates that monocausal explanations cannot
do justice to the Federal Republic of Germany’s role in
European integration during the 1940s and 1950s. ese
decades saw the start of the long economic boom that was
vital for postwar stabilization in Western Europe. Moreover, by 1957 the basic institutional framework for integration existed as we now know it. At ﬁrst glance the
volume’s title is misleading, since only four of the nine
essays deal directly with West Germany or the “German
problem” and European cooperation. However, Wurm
and his contributors view integration from a variety of
angles rather than trying for comprehensive coverage.
In doing so, they succeed in illustrating the most fruitful historical approaches to their topic.

As Wurm points out in an historiographical essay (926), no fewer than three major interpretive schools exist to explain the causal factors behind integration. He
calls them the “federal view” (associated with the late
Walter Lipgens), which focuses on plans for European
union and the “European movement;” the “European nation state view” (associated with Alan Milward and others aﬃliated with the European University Institute in
Florence), which argues that European national governments aempted to solve domestic economic and social
problems on an international level; and ﬁnally the “extraEuropean view” (associated mainly with American scholars since the 1950s), which stresses the role of the Cold
War and U.S. policy in seing the parameters for cooperation. While the federal view correctly emphasizes integration’s ideological underpinnings, it oen fails to establish the inﬂuence of the European ideal on concrete
decision making. Wilfried Loth’s contribution (201-19)
outlines the history of the European movement and puts
its successes and failures in a political context.
Most of the contributors take the nation state as
their basic unit of analysis. Werner Abelshauser (27-55)
writes about West Germany’s reentry into the international economy aer 1945 and focuses especially on trade
integration in Western Europe as a result of the Marshall Plan and European Payments Union. Hanns Juergen Kuesters (55-86) outlines the various functions European policy served for Adenauer’s government in an article aptly subtitled “e Art of the Possible.” European
cooperation could help li occupation controls, provide
for economic stabilization, give the Federal Republic international status, foster Franco-German reconciliation,
and provide for security against the USSR. In contrast to
approaches emphasizing domestic socio-economic concerns, both Abelshauser and Kuesters stress that a primacy of foreign policy characterized West Germany’s
position on Europe. Ludwig Erhard and the Economics
Ministry championed the beneﬁts of free trade and feared
that European structures, especially a common market,
would lead to protectionism. Nevertheless, the political

e mix of approaches is appropriate because scholarship on European integration is characterized by
widely diﬀering interpretations. Most tellingly, no agreement exists on the precise meaning of the word “integration.” In general terms, it is “the amalgamation of
or the formation and maintenance of close paerns of
interaction between previously autonomous units”(11).
However, these “close paerns of interaction” between
Western European states include many diﬀerent types
of political, economic, social, and cultural phenomena,
not just the European Community’s institutions. One of
the volume’s best contributions, by Harmut Kaelble (219247), considers how Western European societies have become more similar since 1945. He ﬁnds, in part based on
“preliminary indicators,” that intersocietal contacts in areas such as work, education, and tourism have increased
and that industrialization, rising living standards, and
governmental policies have mitigated international social diﬀerences. Signiﬁcant social and cultural disparities remain and will preclude the creation of a common
national society. Kaelble concludes provocatively that
Western Europe is nonetheless more identiﬁably a peculiar “civilization” than are other regions of the globe.
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considerations advocated by the Foreign Oﬃce and sup- American European policy from 1947 to 1957 focuses alported by Adenauer normally won out.
most exclusively on the period to 1950 and, more narrowly, on the State Department’s views (115-135). GusTwo outstanding essays deal with relatively unex- tav Schmidt (137-174) examines the question of how
plored corners of the national perspective. Werner Washington, London, Paris, and Bonn intended to tie the
Buehrer (87-115) outlines how the views of German in- Federal Republic to the West in terms of security policy
dustry evolved from wholehearted support of the Mar- through 1957 but concentrates mainly on the nuclearizashall Plan to growing reticence toward European inte- tion problem aer 1953. e British and French were regration aer the “economic miracle” began in the early luctant to grant the West Germans nuclear status. De1950s. Finally, by 1960, most industrialists became prag- spite the obvious signiﬁcance of these tensions for almatic supporters of integration “according to the prin- liance politics, I think they had lile to do with ensuring
ciples of the EEC Treaty, i.e. without supernational West Germany’s orientation in the Cold War. Aer 1954,
elements” (108). Wurm himself argues that the well- NATO remained unchallenged as the basic vehicle for inknown Anglo-French diﬀerences on European coopera- corporating the Federal Republic into Western security
tion were not merely manifestations of a power strug- schemes.
gle for European leadership. Instead, diﬀerent tradie essays occasionally betray their original format
tions, political cultures, perceptions of national strength,
as
papers
delivered at Wurm’s seminar on European inand other underlying factors shaped distinctly diﬀerent
tegration
at
St. Antony’s College, Oxford, in 1993. As
British and French aitudes towards integration which
is
oen
true
of seminar papers, some are not quite as
have remained remarkably consistent since 1950 (175focused
as
others,
and three – those by Schwabe, Loth
200).
and Kaelble – basically summarize the authors’ previous
As various contributors point out, the Occupation books and articles. Although the volume contains an anPowers and especially the United States determined that notated bibliography (249-271), it has no index. ese
the Federal Republic would participate in European re- ﬂaws do not seriously mar this useful and oen stimuconstruction and integration. Unfortunately, the essays lating book. However, the outrageous price for the hardusing the extra-European perspective advertise more cover edition may limit its readership. Hopefully it will
than they deliver. Klaus Schwabe’s contribution on be reissued soon as a paperback.
If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the list discussion logs at:
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